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 Gaon Lee went to Georgetown for spring break. When she was on the way
to Georgetown she saw the cherry blossom festival. It was so beautiful
and there were a lot of people there to see Cherry Blossoms. She went to
Georgetown University. Georgetown university is the one of the best
university in Washington DC. The campus was archaic and beautiful. many
students take a rest, eat lunch, or study in the lawn. After going to
Georgetown university, She visited the most famous cupcake house in
Georgetown, Georgetown Cupcake. There were a lot of flavors and she
chose Cherry Blossom and Chocolate Carmel Easter Bunny. In Cherry
Blossom, there was cherry in the cupcake and the Chocolate Carmel
Eastern Bunny was not too much sweet so it was perfect taste. She was
walking around the town and the houses were beautiful. There were a lot
of pastel tone houses and it makes her in the book. She went to the
famous cookie shop, Levain bakery. When she ate the cookie after she
bought it was like a soft cookie and when she ate the next day it was like a
scone. It was so delicious! It was a wonderful day for her and the day was
perfect for coming out and walking around Georgetown.  
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Spirit Night 2024
March is the month of Spirit Night!
Spirit Night is the dance showcase
which is hold by CEC every year.
Lots of students come together
and practice original dances
following the guidence of their
dance captains. As the theme of
this year was “Broadway”, they
dress downed with outstanding
costumes  and showed amazing
dances.

Since 1987, from the begining of
Spirit Night, students compete in
teams devided in “Blue” and
“White” teams, which are
representing CEC’s colors.
Every year, the two teams make
their competition so intence that
announcing Spirit Night’s winner
team is often difficult to judges.
However, both two teams
encourage each other and never
forget their friendship.
As White team won in this year,
students in Blue team applaud
White team.
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